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Cover Image: Henry Draper, The Moon, 1863. Cyanotype. John Draper was a
pioneer in astrophotography. He took the first photo of the Moon which showed any lunar features 
in 1840. Then in 1843 he made daguerreotypes which showed new features on the moon in the 
visible spectrum. He trained his son, Henry, in photography and Henry made this image in 1863.
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Thursday, August 20, 2009:  6:30 pm   

The Linwood Dunn Theater 

Opening Reception and Screening 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 
( 1937; Walt Disney Productions; David Hand) 

Introduced by Theo Gluck 

�

Friday, August 21, 2009:  9:00 am 

The Linwood Dunn Theater 

��

Welcome and Opening Remarks 

��

Screening:

"The Shape of Films to Come" (1969; CBS News) 

Restored by The Academy Film Archive 
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Adieu, Sweet Apparition.  Hello Sweetheart – Get Me Rewrite!  

David Giovannoni, First Sounds 
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BREAK
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A Case Study in Sound Restoration: How to Marry a Millionaire   

John Polito  Audio Mechanics 

�

Restoring Akira Kurosawa's Rashomon

Michael Pogorzelski  Academy Film Archive 

��
�

Vinegar Syndrome in the Workplace:  
Protect Your Employees, Protect Your Company 

Robert Heiber, Chace Audio by Deluxe 
 and Natasha Stratton,Citadel Environmental Services 
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LUNCH
�
�
�
�
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17th Annual Academy Awards Ceremony  – excerpt

Presenting the Sci-Tech awards 
�
�
�
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Managing Devices and Finding Data in Multi-Petabyte Media Archives  

Ethan Miller, UCSC 



Chace Audio by Deluxe
Chace Audio by Deluxe has an established world-wide reputation as a

premiere audio preservation, restoration, and re-vitalization facility.
With over 100 recording formats in-house - many that are rare or obsolete

- our team of engineers is experienced with both historic material and
cutting edge technology. Handling deteriorating elements is a

Chace specialty; we have developed many proprietary processes for
recovering seemingly unplayable assets. Our historical perspective and
experience with a wide range of problems make us your first choice for
sound preservation, migration, and restoration. Whether your project is

one tape or an entire collection, every project benefits from the knowledge
and technology only available at Chace Audio by Deluxe.

www.chace.com
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Reclaiming the ‘Lost’ Lunar Orbiter Survey Photos  

Al Sturm, Wideband Video Labs 
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Type A Videotape and The Everly Brothers  

Ralph Sargent, Film Technology and Al Sturm, Wideband Video Labs, Inc. 

��

BREAK
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Restoration of the Apollo 11 EVA Footage  

Mike Inchalik, Lowry Digital 

�

Re-outfitting the USS Arizona Memorial film for D-Cinema  

Grover Crisp, Sony Pictures Entertainment�
�
�

Friday, August 21, 2009:   7:30 pm  

The Linwood Dunn Theater:    Screening: 

How To Marry A Millionaire (1953; Twentieth Century-Fox Film 
Corporation;  Jean Negulesco)  

Introduction by Schawn Belston 

�
�

Saturday, August 22: 9:00 am 

The Linwood Dunn Theater 

�

Welcome and Announcements 

�
�
�



Deluxe Archive Solutions
From our Color by Deluxe™ roots to our digital asset management
solutions, Deluxe has been helping content owners make the most of
their physical and digital libraries for nearly a century. Deluxe Archive
Solutions was created to bring the same level of innovation and exper-
tise to customers in the museum, university, government and corpo-
rate communities. Bringing together a suite of services that “bridge the
gap” between physical and digital archives, Deluxe Archive Solutions
enables its partners to Manage, Migrate and Maximize the impact of
their diverse collections.

www.deluxearchivesolutions.com
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Screening:

Technicolor for Industrial Films 

(1949; Technicolor Corporation)  

Restored by The Academy Film Archive 
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Resolution Limitations of Film Scanners 

John Galt, Panavision 
�
�

Archiving, Preserving and Distributing Digital Cinema Collections  

Nicola Mazzanti, EDCINE 

�

BREAK
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Restoring Silents: Early Capra  

Rita Belda, Sony Pictures Entertainment 

��

Screening:

The Way of the Strong (1928; Columbia Pictures; Frank Capra) 

Live Musical Accompaniment:   Alan Stark, Film Technology 

�

LUNCH

�

Electronic Archiving: Lessons from 8 years in the "DI Trenches"  



Bob Eicholz, EFILM 
�
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Restoring The Red Shoes

Robert Gitt, UCLA Film and Television Archive 

��

Screening:

This Theater and You

Restored by the Academy Film Archive 
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BREAK
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Challenges of Restoring Classic Films in 4K 

 Ned Price, Warner Bros and Jan Yarbrough, Janet Wilson,  
Ray Grabowski, MPI 
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Saturday, August 22, 2009:   7:30 pm 

 The Linwood Dunn Theater 

Sneak Preview of a Major Restoration

Don't Ask!  Our Lips Are Sealed! 

�



P  R  O  G  R  A  M 

Thursday, August 20, 2009        6:30 pm  The Linwood Dunn Theater 

Reception and Screening 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 

Introduced by Theo Gluck, Walt Disney Studios 

Released on December 21, 1937, SNOW WHITE heralded Walt Disney's entry into 
feature length filmmaking, and forever raised the bar for all future animated 
films. The financial gamble of mounting such a production paid off as the film was 
one of the highest grossing films of 1938, and its success established the artists of 
the Walt Disney Studios as true filmmakers.  

Made during the early days of Technicolor, SNOW WHITE employed the 
successive exposure "SE" method for color photography as opposed to the 3-strip 
Technicolor system, resulting in a negative of nearly 360,00 black and white 
frames. 

This new digital restoration of SNOW WHITE began by scanning the complete 73-
year-old camera original nitrate SE negative that is housed at the Library of 
Congress. The audio reconstruction used the earliest generation 35mm magnetic 
sound masters which were made directly from the original nitrate RCA 
Photophone variable area optical tracks. 

4K scanning (IMAGICA) and digital restoration: Lowry Digital; Digital Color 
Grading: Technicolor Digital Intermediates - Tim Peeler, Colorist ; Sound 
Restoration: Walt Disney Studio Sound Department - Terry Porter, Re-Recording 
mixer ; Walt Disney Studios Restoration Team for SNOW WHITE: Robert Bagley, 
Dave Bossert, Andreas Deja, Sara Duran-Singer, Theo Gluck, Joe Jiuliano, Suzy 
Rauch, Bruce Tauscher; Special Thanks: Lella Smith and Fox Carney at the Disney 
Animation Research Library, and Dick Cook.  
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Friday, August 21, 2009:  9:00 am 

The Linwood Dunn Theater 

��

Welcome and Opening Remarks 

��

Screening:

Technicolor for Industrial Films 

(1949; Technicolor Corporation) 
Restored by The Academy Film Archive 
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Adieu, Sweet Apparition.  Hello Sweetheart – Get Me Rewrite!  

David Giovannoni, First Sounds 

First Sounds rewrote history last year when it recovered one of mankind’s 
first recordings of its own voice, made in Paris in 1860 — advancing by 17 
years the invention of audio recording.  Attendees at Reel Thing XX were 
among the first to hear the inside story from First Sounds’ founder David 
Giovannoni.  This year Giovannoni returns to Reel Thing XXII to discuss 
recent discoveries and introduce new old sounds.  He’ll tell of finding a 
seminal cache of documents that trace (literally) the development of the 
phonautograph from proof of concept to laboratory instrument.  He’ll 
describe the technical challenges of evoking sound from primitive recordings 
made to be seen, not heard.  And he’ll recount how the inventor's own voice 
was revealed after posing for a year as the phantasm of a young woman. 

First Sounds is an informal collaborative of sound historians, audio 
engineers, archeophonists, and other individuals who freely contribute their 
time, expertise, and resources to make mankind’s earliest audio recordings 
available to all people for all time.  Visit First Sounds on the internet at:  
www.firstsounds.org 
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BREAK
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A Case Study in Sound Restoration: How to Marry a Millionaire   

John Polito  Audio Mechanics 

How To Marry A Millionaire (1953) was the first film shot in Cinemascope 
and mixed 4-track stereo, but 20th Century Fox decided to release The Robe
as the first Cinemascope picture.  Although not as epic as The Robe, How To 
Marry A Millionaire was set to introduce Cinemascope and 4-track stereo in 
grand style.  The opening of the movie is a thoroughly entertaining 8 minute 
prologue written and conducted by Alfred Newman.  How better to introduce 
4-track stereo and a wide aspect ratio than an orchestral performance where 
the placement of the instruments perfectly matches the performers on 
screen.  The producers designed the experience to be as real as a live 
performance and "bigger than life". 

Shrinkage and vinegar syndrome of the original masters had advanced 
beyond the capabilities of standard film transfer equipment, and it was 
unclear if a transfer was even possible.  Protection copies of the sound 
master had built in sound problems pointing to deterioration of the masters 
when the copies were made. This case study will identify the problems that 
existed in the sound master and protection copies of the master, and discuss 
how these problems were overcome. 

�

Restoring Akira Kurosawa's Rashomon

Michael Pogorzelski  Academy Film Archive 

Although Akira Kurosawa’s Academy Award-winning 1950 film Rashomon
remains an acknowledged masterpiece both in Japan and around the world, 
very few quality 35mm elements exist on this landmark film. This 
presentation will examine the challenges of bringing together a group of 
archivists in both the United States and Japan to restore Rashomon and 
their efforts to locate viable elements. Once the restoration began, several 
unique qualities in both Rashomon’s surviving elements and the mise-en-
scene of the film itself posed unique hurdles for the restoration team. Some 
frame scans as well as 35mm before / after samples will be screened to 
illustrate the challenges and final results. 

��



Vinegar Syndrome in the Workplace  

Robert Heiber, Chace Audio by Deluxe 
and Natasha Stratton,Citadel Environmental Services 

Vinegar syndrome, the decomposition of cellulose acetate base picture and 
audio elements into acetic acid and water is a widespread phenomena in the 
archive community.  As legacy acetate based elements continue to age, the 
problem has become not only more common but more severe.  While there 
has been much research and discussion on the protection of assets suffering 
from vinegar syndrome very little has been discussed about the proper 
methods to handle the vinegar syndrome material safely in the workplace.  
With the ever-increasing importance of worker and environmental safety, 
proper training, documented procedures, special equipment and 
environmental testing need to be considered before an archive or facility 
decides to accept vinegar syndrome materials. Simply providing adequate 
fresh air ventilation may no longer be sufficient to ensure compliance with 
stringent health and safety requirements.  OSHA has established limits of 
10ppm (parts per million) for exposure to employees without using personal 
protective equipment.   

The panelists for this session will bring their knowledge of environmental 
hygiene technology to address the issues of worker and workplace safety for 
the archives and facilities that are likely to encounter vinegar syndrome 
elements.  They will discuss the methods and science behind testing for 
workplace safety, documentation of procedures for employee safety and 
workplace compliance. 
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17th Annual Academy Awards Ceremony  – excerpt

Presenting the Sci-Tech awards 
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ALT Systems is a leading solutions provider for the restoration 
and archival process.  Whether you are restoring, color correcting, 
or archiving, we partner with you to solve all of your film preservation 
needs.  Contact ALT Systems to see how we can help you keep 
your conservation projects on track.

Restoration and Archival Solutions

RESTORATION AND ARCHIVAL SOLUTIONS



Managing Devices and Finding Data in Multi-Petabyte Media Archives  

Ethan Miller, UCSC 

Media archives are growing to hold many petabytes of data in tens of 
thousands of media devices, presenting new challenges to system designers, 
maintainers, and users.  This talk will describe research at the University of 
California, Santa Cruz that is addressing two of those challenges: managing 
tens of thousands of devices as an archive ages, and efficiently finding data in 
a system with tens of thousands of independent media.  Maintaining an 
archive over time is difficult because, over a span of decades, nearly every 
part of the archive will be replaced.  We are exploring ways to manage this 
evolution by identifying aging and inefficient media and marking them for 
replacement, and by seamlessly integrating new devices into the archive, 
slowly migrating data from older media to newer media.  We are also 
developing techniques to efficiently locate data without the need for a large 
centralized database, instead using "smart" media devices that can answer 
queries about data they store.  Our approach can quickly rule out media that 
definitely does not contain the desired data and confine the query to media 
devices that might have useful data; this approach is more scalable than 
simply distributing the query to all of the media. 

By making media archives easier to manage and facilitating faster, more 
efficient searches, our research will enable media archive designers and 
users to manage the ever-growing volume of digitally archived media, 
preserving our digital culture for future generations. 
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John Draper, The Moon, 1840 
This image is generally acknowledged to be the first astrophotograph 



Nasa, Lunar Image, July 8, 1969 
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Reclaiming the ‘Lost’ Lunar Orbiter Survey Photos  

Al Sturm, Wideband Video Labs 

Early this year headlines blared the news that backup tapes of the first 
satellite optical surveys of the moon – long thought to have been lost – had 
been found and decoded to gorgeous new prints that contained more than 
twice the resolution of the “official” versions done long ago. Unfortunately 
many of the people who actually pulled this astounding feat off were left out 
of the story. While funds to achieve this project were in fact mostly 
nonexistent – more “smoke and mirrors” than hard cash - the success of this 
restoration truly relied on the intense inquisitiveness, technical ability and 
life experiences of the “backroom” engineers who pulled it off. 

This presentation will concentrate on the photographic mission to the moon, 
how it was conceived and executed, how the 2” instrumentation tapes which 
only vaguely resemble quad videotape recordings came to be made (but until 
now never used) and what was required to bring success to a project which 
many thought would be impossible or too expensive to pull off. 

�
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Type A Videotape and The Everly Brothers  

Ralph Sargent, Film Technology and Al Sturm, Wideband Video Labs 

The restoration of “Johnny Cash Presents the Everly Brothers Show” – a 
summer replacement series on ABC in the early 70’s so far only found on 
obsolete type A videotape copies - presented technical challenges far in 
excess of ordinary video restoration. Unlike 2” quad recordings, Type A was 
a videotape format promoted by Ampex for the industrial and educational 
market and as such was a “stripped down” technique that for most of its 
market life was never intended to be broadcast. These particular recordings 
were not recorded at ABC by direct wire. Instead they are off-the-air 
recordings made by someone who had no means of precisely monitoring 
what was being recorded and who inadvertently introduced signal 
distortions which preclude direct recapture to a modern format. Adding to 
the difficulty were more mundane problems associated with the physical 
nature of the tape itself: reused tape, oxide shedding, signal loss, over-
modulation and the age of the material. Restoration of this series was no 
picnic! Learn how it was achieved. 
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BREAK
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Restoration of the Apollo 11 EVA Footage  

Mike Inchalik, Lowry Digital 

During this presentation, the system used to capture the extravehicular 
activity on video during Apollo 11 will be reviewed as well as the process for 
broadcasting those first live pictures from the moon.  NASA’s search for the 
original telemetry tapes which recorded the feed from the moon, and the 
best surviving elements will also be profiled.  A discussion will ensue about 
the technical and philosophical factors that are guiding the restoration 
project itself, and how these new restoration capabilities may apply to other 
genres of moving images.  Finally, before and after sequences of images from 
the ongoing restoration project will be screened in HD resolution. 

�
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Re-outfitting the USS Arizona Memorial film for D-Cinema  

Grover Crisp, Sony Pictures Entertainment 

Shortly after 8am on December 7, 1941, the USS Arizona exploded, having 
been hit by a 1,760 pound armor-piercing bomb that slammed through her 
deck and ignited her forward ammunition magazine. In less than nine 
minutes, she sank with 1,177 of her crew, a total loss. The USS Arizona 
became the final resting place for many of the ship's crewmen who lost their 
lives on that day.  

In 1961, construction was completed on a 184-foot-long Memorial structure 
spanning the mid-portion of the sunken battleship. The USS Arizona 
Memorial was dedicated on Memorial Day 1962 to commemorate the attack 
on Pearl Harbor and the men who died defending it. In 1989, the USS 
Arizona was designated a national historic landmark. Since 1980, the 
National Park Service (NPS) has operated the Memorial and the Visitor 
Center to ensure the preservation and interpretation of the tangible 
historical resources associated with the attack including the rich and vivid 
memories of its survivors. Shortly after the NPS assumed operation of the 
Memorial, the Visitor Center began to exhibit an orientation film detailing 
the attack on Pearl Harbor. The 35mm prints of this film have run 
continuously since that time and it was recently decided that a Digital 
Cinema presentation of the film would enhance the experience for visitors to 
the Memorial for many years to come. 

Sony Electronics, Sony Pictures, MTI Film, EFILM, Deluxe Laboratories, 
Chace Audio by Deluxe joined forces with the National Park Service to create 
a Digital Cinema presentation of the orientation film.  A 35mm Interpositive 
made from the original negative of the film was scanned at 4K resolution at 
EFILM, where final color correction was also completed.  MTI Film, working 
from the scanned files, digitally removed dirt, scratches, stains and other 
imperfections to the image.  Due to the extreme damage inherent in much of 



FotoKem
FotoKem is a full service motion picture post production facility. Our
goal is provide the highest level of quality with the best customer
service in the industry. Our “one-campus” approach reduces the
need to visit many facilities and move valuable original elements
while finishing your productions. We are known for our exceptional
customer service and flexibility in approach to the demanding world
of post production.

www.fotokem.com



the stock footage used in the body of the film, there was a conscious decision 
to only remove or repair items as seemed practical, with care taken not to 
denature the original experience of the film.  In creating a new 5.1 
soundtrack for the Digital Cinema version of the film, a few minor sound 
editorial changes were desired, as well as some rebalancing of the original 
mix.  Chace Audio transferred the original 35mm 6-track magnetic 
soundtracks, edited the sections and mixed new inserts, as well as adjusting 
the balance of the mix, in keeping with the original intentions of the 
filmmakers and sound designers.  Deluxe Digital Cinema created the 4K 
Digital Cinema Package.  This will be the premiere screening of the new 4K 
Digital Cinema presentation of the film. 
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          reto.ch Ltd is a small, highly skilled film conservation and restoration
facility in Switzerland. Our team provides comprehensive services that

encompass the whole range of moving image preservation using
both photochemical and digital techniques. We also offer consultancy

and training on all audio-visual preservation issues.

reto.ch Ltd
9 chemin du Croset
CH–1024 Ecublens

Switzerland
+41 21 691 6511
www.reto.ch



Friday, August 21, 2009: 7:30 pm:   
The Linwood Dunn Theater 

Screening:

How To Marry A Millionaire (1953; Twentieth Century-Fox Film 
Corporation;  Jean Negulesco)  

Introduction by Schawn Belston 
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Saturday, August 22: 9:00 am 

The Linwood Dunn Theater 

�

Welcome and Announcements 

�

Screening:

"The Shape of Films to Come" (1969; CBS News) 

Restored by The Academy Film Archive 

�

Resolution Limitations of Film Scanners: More Pixels Do Not Mean More 
Resolution

John Galt, Panavision 

In recent years it has become possible to manufacture line array and area 
array CCD and CMOS image sensors with very high pixel counts.  However, 
the number of pixels does not necessarily increase the image quality of either 
an original image or a scanned image. In some instances more can indeed 
mean less performance. This paper will explore digital imaging systems with 
particular emphasis on the effects of lens performance coupled to pixel size 
and frequency in film scanner performance. 

�

Archiving, Preserving and Distributing Digital Cinema Collections  
A Report on the results of the EDCINE project 

Nicola Mazzanti, Consultant, Cinémathèque Royale de Belgique (Brussels, 
Belgium), Siegfried Foessel and Arne Nowak Fraunhofer IIS (Erlangen, 

Germany) 

The EDCINE Project was designed to research technical solutions for moving 
image archives to manage, preserve and distribute their digital collections. 

After three years of work, the original EDCINE approach – based on open 
standards (as MXF, JPEG2000 and OAIS), a flexible and modular structure 
and on new standardised profiles for long term preservation – resulted in a 
‘proof of concept’, a working prototype of the ‘EDCINE Digital Archive 
System’.  



The papers in this session will detail the requirements as originally defined 
by film archives, describe the overall concept, its rationale, and the technical 
characteristics and functionalities of the System and its demonstrator, 
illustrate the new standards introduced, and offer a demo of some software 
solutions developed within the project. 

�

BREAK
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Restoring Silents: Early Capra  

Rita Belda, Sony Pictures Entertainment 

Frank Capra, best known for directing comedies in the mid 30's at Columbia 
Pictures, started his career directing silent films, many of which are little 
known.  The obscurity of Capra's early work is due in part to the same fate 
which rendered so many films from the silent era, "lost."  In preparing for a 
retrospective of Capra's early work, the challenges of restoration work on 
these films became abundantly clear, and required the exploration of new 
workflows. Incorporating current post-production work flows into 
traditional film restoration techniques, The Way of the Strong (1927) was 
preserved and digitally restored, creating a new filmed out negative and 
print.  A brief examination of problems encountered and the decisions and 
solutions will be followed by a screening of the feature film. 
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Screening:

The Way of the Strong (1928; Columbia Pictures; 
Frank Capra) 

Live Musical Accompaniment:
Alan Stark, Film Technology 
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Electronic Archiving: Lessons from 8 years in the "DI Trenches"  

Bob Eicholz, EFILM 

This presentation will focus on issues encountered in the process of 
archiving the digital intermediate, and constitutes an historical account of 
the motion picture industry's first generation of digital archives. A review of  
theory and electronic archiving basics is followed by a discussion of what 
actually happens when facilities and studios archive petabytes of data 
produced in the DI process. Drawing conclusions from lessons learned in the 
'real world' the speaker makes some predictions about the future of data 
archives in this industry.  Expect the unexpected - this talk offers insights 
that can only come from the trenches.   

�
�

Restoring The Red Shoes

Robert Gitt, UCLA Film & Television Archive 

Many people consider Michael Powell’s and Emeric Pressberger’s 1948 
production The Red Shoes, photographed by Jack Cardiff, to be one of the 
most beautiful three-strip Technicolor films ever made. 

Previous restorations in the 1970s and 1980s had used optical printing from 
B&W protection masters to combine the three images on Eastmancolor film, 
and though correct color registration was successfully accomplished, a 
contrast build-up caused by optical printing resulted in somewhat harsh 
color in the resulting negatives and prints. 

In 2006, The Film Foundation asked UCLA Film & Television Archive to 
work with them on a new 35mm restoration of the film that would utilize the 
best of today’s technology to recapture the qualities of Technicolor dye 



transfer prints of the 1940s. The original plan was to do the work 
photochemically, using wet printing from the original YCM camera negatives 
as UCLA had done previously on many Technicolor movies ranging from the 
first successful three-strip feature film Becky Sharp (1935) to The Barefoot 
Contessa (1954), one of the last films photographed in the three-strip 
process. 

However, a multitude of serious problems, including horizontal and vertical 
misregistration of the colors, objectionable color breathing, optical dupe 
sections with excessively high contrast, and the unexpected discovery of 
severe mold damage on all forty-eight reels of original negatives, ultimately 
led to the conclusion that 4K digital restoration of the entire film would be 
required. In the end, approximately 580,000 individual frames of the YCM 
nitrate negatives had to be converted to the digital domain with a Filmlight 
Northlight scanner, digitally cleaned up and repaired, and then recorded out 
to Kodak Vision 2242 stock via an Arrilaser. 

This talk will illustrate step-by-step how the restoration plan evolved as each 
of the film’s problems came to light. Shown will be many film clips that 
demonstrate the flaws and how they were dealt with, along with test footage 
showing different methods of digital processing and the effect of these when 
the images were recorded back to 35mm film.  Comparisons will be made of 
scenes as they appeared in original Technicolor dye transfer prints of The
Red Shoes with the same scenes in the 1980’s Eastmancolor prints, and those 
in the new 2009 digitally-restored version as reproduced on Kodak 2383 
Vision print film. 

�

Screening:

This Theater and You

Restored by The Academy Film Archive 

�

BREAK
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Challenges of Restoring Classic Films in 4K 

 Ned Price, Warner Bros and Jan Yarbrough, Janet Wilson,  
Ray Grabowski, MPI

This presentation will feature examples from 4K workflows of restoration 
projects.  The Wizard of Oz demonstrates the challenges of working with 
three-strip original camera negatives, including scanning at 4K resolution.    
Because of camera inconsistencies, lens mis-alignment and other issues 
related to photochemical processes, there are built-in problems to all 
Technicolor 3-strip negatives. We will discuss digital solutions for 
production-related technical defects, including density and color breathing, 
using the example of Gone With the Wind. One of the most critical issues 
facing restorers of 1950’s films is color fading in the camera original.  For 
North by Northwest, reviving the color from a severely faded Vista Vision EK 
original negative was one of the primary technical objectives of this 
restoration.  Short clips from each film will elucidate the discussion. 

�
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Saturday, August 22, 2009:   7:30 pm 
 The Linwood Dunn Theatre 

Sneak Preview of a Major Restoration 

No, we can't tell you. It's A Secret.  
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John Herschel, W. Herschell's Telescope at Slough, November 1839 
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The Reel Thing Technical Symposium is organized and coordinated 
by Grover Crisp and Michael Friend 

The Reel Thing regularly video-records these proceedings. These recordings are the official 
record of the event and are the sole property of The Reel Thing. The intended use of these 
recordings is to produce publicly available programs which may appear on  AMIA or other 
websites, and which may also be made available in other commercial and non-commercial 
contexts at the discretion of The Reel Thing. Attendance at this event constitutes your consent to 
appear without compensation in these recordings and in any versions of this event produced or 
authorized by The Reel Thing. 

The organizers of The Reel Thing are always interested in new and important developments in 
conservation, preservation, restoration and digital asset management.  If you have a project or a 
technology that you would like to share with the community, please contact us at any time 
during the year.  We are also interested in feedback, criticism, and suggestions for future 
presentations.  Let us know how we can make The Reel Thing better and more useful for you.  

Grover Crisp                                                                                                                                         Michael Friend 
grover_crisp@spe.sony.com                                                                          michael_friend@spe.sony.com 
(310) 244 7416                                                                                                                                     (310) 244 -7426 


